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1 .  

A torque (figure 1) of 4N.m is required to rotate the intermediate cylinder a1 30 r/min. Calculate 

the viscosity of the oil. All cylinders are 4.50 rnm long. Neglect end et'f'ects. (20%) 

2. 
Using tbe n!ell~od of components, calculate the magnitude, direction, and location of the total 
force on the upslrea~ri face of a section of this dam 1 ft wide (figure 2). What is the nlo~rient of 
this force about O? The fluid is water. (20%) 

3.  
When an incompressible, nonviscous fluid flows against a plate iri a plane (two dimensional) 
flow, an exact solution for the equations of motion for this flow is t i -Ax,  v--Ay, with A > 0 for 
the sltetch shown in figure 3 .  The coordinate origin is located at the stagnation point 0, where 
the flow divides and the local velocity is zero. Find the velocities and acceleration in the flow. 

(20%) 

4. 

This "Venluri flurne (Figure 4)" is installed in a horizontal frictionless open channel of IOJ 
width and water depth I OP. In the "thl.oatH of the flume where the width lias been narrowed to 
BJt, the water depth is observed to be 8 / i .  Calculate the flowrate in the channel. (20%) 

5. 

'I'he projectile parlially fills the end of the 0.3 rn pipe with water (Figure 5) .  Calculate the force 
required to I~old the projectile in position when the mean velocity in the pipe is 6 m/s. (20%) 
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